
R-1 Low Density Zoning in Eugene
With housing opportunity at an all time low, who is all this land supporting?
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The size of house addition possible for a single-family versus a two-family house makes it clear:
Eugene's R-1 zone is discriminating against people, not buildings.

Over half of Eugenians are Renters.  Over half of our residential land is R-1.

But who is the R-1 zone designed for?

The larger gray volume above shows the buildable volume for a  single-family house on a fairly
conventional lot size of 60 x 120 feet (0.165 acres). This volume is defined by a height limit of 37 feet
(applicable for the roof pitch shown of 6:12 per 9.2751, 3d),  standard building setbacks, and the max
50% lot coverage allowance (9.2750). The solar setback is assumed not to apply to this lot, which would
be true for north-facing lots, and all east-west oriented lots. For reference, a typical three-bedroom
house of 1600 square feet is shown inside. Clearly most of the houses built in Eugene are well below
allowable size limits, and homeowners generally enjoy great liberty in expanding their homes (and
developers would enjoy great liberty in rebuilding them). The smaller gray volume shows the buildable

volume for an attached ADU (accessory dwelling unit). This volume is defined by a max 10% lot
coverage and a sloping setback beginning at 8 feet up to a maximum of 18 feet.

Note also that this fairly conventional lot size allows less than 6 units per acre--less than half that
technically allowed in R-1 (14 units/acre). That's a lot of valuable real estate for each household.
Especially when households increasingly have only 1 or 2 people these days. If minimum lot sizes
were reduced to align with the 14 units/acre density limit of R-1, this lot could be subdivided, and
two single-family homes could be built enabling greater homeownership opportunity.
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